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“Do it the Ford way because it is the best way,” read a slogan posted for
workers to see at a mid-1920s factory site in the Soviet Union.1 In the country’s
early years, “Fordizm” and “Fordizatsia” (Fordization) became fashionable
watchwords and near-synonyms for industrialization, mass production, and
efficiency. While American officials and politicians worked to draw sharp con-
trasts between “one hundred percent Americanism” and Russian Bolshevism
during the post-World War I Red Scare, in that same historical moment
workers in Russia often saw no contradiction in the appropriation of “Amerika-
nizm” and “Fordizatsia” as positive elements in the creation of a new socialist
world. Soviet commentators and workers used “Fordizm” interchangeably with
phrases like “American tempo” and “American efficiency.”2 Children and
entire villages were named “Fordson” after the Ford tractor sold in Russia.
During the 1920s, dozens of books and brochures on Ford methods appeared
in Russia, hundreds of conferences were held on Henry Ford and his system,
and his books sold in large numbers.3 According to Soviet officials, “the com-
bination of Russian revolutionary sweep and American efficiency” would be a
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foundation of Soviet society. Americanism and Bolshevism were not opposi-
tional; American techniques and skills like the assembly line and mass pro-
duction that made up “the Ford way” could produce an “Americanized
Bolshevism” that would enable the Soviet Union to surpass the industrial
achievements of the United States.4

Historians have long assumed that the United States and the Soviet Union
diverged along “alternative paths” in the years following the Russian Revolu-
tion.5 In this essay, I will argue that their relationship during this period is more
accurately characterized as one of connection, overlap, and mutual constitution.
I use as my case in point the history of the movement of people and ideas
between the Ford Motor Company (FMC) and Soviet Russia.6 Workers tra-
versed pathways between the United States and Russia in multiple directions,
and American managers and Soviet officials strove to cultivate productive con-
nections. Cultural ideas like Americanism and Fordism were understood as
potentially valuable components for building the emerging Soviet Union. Fur-
thermore, “Fordizm” and the factories, assembly lines, and workers it conjured
in the minds of Russians were not merely imagined from halfway around the
world;7 notions of Americanism, Fordism, and Bolshevism were produced
through face-to-face, embodied encounters between Russian Soviets and the
people and programs of the FMC.

A focus on the people and cultural ideas that migrated between the two
countries offers a new way to understand events previously framed as a
one-way transfer of American industrial technology and goods to “backward”
Russia. Ford’s efforts to sell cars, tractors, and industrial methods to Russia
have often been interpreted in the context of the growth of American

4 Stalin and Trotsky, respectively, quoted in Hans Rogger, “Amerikanizm and the Economic
Development of Russia,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 23, 3 (1981): 382–420.
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tions and the Making of Our Times (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), chs. 1
and 2; David Engerman, “Ideology and the Origins of the Cold War, 1917–1962,” in Melvyn
Leffler and Odd Arne Westad, eds., Cambridge History of the Cold War, Volume 1: Origins
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010).
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multinational corporations, and the “Americanization” of Europe and other
parts of the world through the spread of American technology and products.8

American historians of the FMC have been explicit about the one-way
nature of the connection: “The relationship,” wrote Allan Nevins and Frank
Hill in their massive three-volume history of the company, “was purely com-
mercial: Russia bought and Ford sold.”9

Recently, historians of the United States and the world have begun to
question the narrative of American products and cultural forms flowing unidir-
ectionally outward to Europe and the world over the course of the twentieth
century.10 As summarized in a recent history of “the Americanization of the
World,” scholars have interpreted these trends as part of the imperial expansion
of American political and economic power overseas. In some cases, they have
added an emphasis on the abilities of people at various global sites to reformu-
late the meanings and uses of U.S. cultural and commercial imports through a
process of “creolization” that created an array of “cultural hybrids.”11 However,
recent work has interrogated these “Americanization of the world” paradigms

8 I use “automobile” in this essay to refer broadly to the range of motor vehicles that the Ford
Motor Company produced including tractors, which comprised the bulk of the vehicles sold to the
Soviet Union in the 1920s. I use “products” to denote material goods like equipment, parts, and
vehicles, as well as the technical knowledge and industrial methods that the Ford Company sold.

9 Allan Nevins and Frank E. Hill, Ford: Expansion and Challenge, 1915–1933 (New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1953), 673; Mira Wilkins and Frank E. Hill, American Business
Abroad: Ford on Six Continents (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1964); Barbara Kugel,
The Export of American Technology to the Soviet Union, 1918–1933 including the Ford Motor
Company-Soviet Government Relationship, (MA thesis, Wayne State University, 1956). For
other industries, see Fred V. Carstensen, American Enterprise in Foreign Markets: Studies of
Singer and International Harvester in Imperial Russia (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1984); Antony C. Sutton,Western Technology and Soviet Economic Development (Stanford:
Hoover Institution, 1968). For a recent history that frames this interaction as a temporary effort “in a
decidedly backward country,” see Douglas Brinkley, Wheels for the World: Henry Ford, His
Company, and a Century of Progress, 1903–2003 (NewYork: Viking, 2003), 374; For a perspective
grounded in Soviet history that also emphasizes the USSR’s “underdeveloped” industry and
reliance on foreign corporations, see Kurt S. Schultz, “Building the ‘Soviet Detroit’: The Construc-
tion of the Nizhnii-Novgorod Automobile Factory, 1927–1932,” Slavic Review 49, 2 (Summer
1990): 200–12. For an example from a Russian historian, see Boris Shpotov, “The Case of US Com-
panies in Russia-USSR: Ford in 1920s–1930s,” in Hubert Bonin and Ferry de Goey, eds., American
Firms in Europe: Strategy, Identity, Perception and Performance, 1880–1980 (Geneve: Libraire
Droz S.A., 2009). A Russian history that examines multidirectional movements of workers is
Sergei Zhuravlev’s “‘Little People’ and ‘Big History’: Foreigners at the Moscow Electric
Factory and Soviet Society, 1920s–1930s,” Liv Bliss, trans., Russian Studies in History 44, 1
(Summer 2005), 10–86.

10 For histories of the movement of American businesses efforts to Europe that describe a uni-
directional spread of American products and cultural forms see, for example, Emily S. Rosenberg,
Spreading the American Dream: American Economic and Cultural Expansion, 1890–1945
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1982); and more recently, Victoria De Grazia, Irresistible Empire:
America’s Advance through Twentieth-Century Europe (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
2005).

11 Robert W. Rydell and Rob Kroes, Buffalo Bill in Bologna: The Americanization of the World,
1869–1922 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 5–6.
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by asking how these processes also transformed the United States. In what
follows, I extend this work to contend that “American” products were not sud-
denly transformed into “cultural hybrids” after they arrived in Russia;12 in the
case of Ford’s products and employees, and the ideas that circulated around
them, they were already in important respects hybrids, fought over and copro-
duced at their creation in the United States. Russian immigrants, for example,
were a crucial part of a new industrial process in Detroit that not only made
“American” products but also relied on an arduous and contested program of
working out boundaries between “Americans” and “Russians.”13 What went
abroad to places like Russia, including products, industrial methods, and
people, were not simply “American” in some deep rooted or timeless sense;
they were new and the results of intense struggle, and were created within an
ordeal of contact and boundary making that also took place inside the United
States.14

While scholars have examined how American products and cultural forms
often acquired new, Soviet meanings and uses in Russia, they have left unex-
amined the phases of the process within the United States. For example,
Lewis Siegelbaum, in his study of the Soviet automobile industry, outlines
how “the architecture of the ‘soviet detroits,’ the machinery, the layout of the
shops, in many cases the parts themselves came directly from Detroit. So too
did many of the engineers, the workers, and some of the directors.”
However, Siegelbaum explores how these parts and the vehicles that they
made up were not merely American—they ultimately became Soviet in impor-
tant respects. The result was a Soviet automobile that was “cosmopolitan,” “of
mixed parentage,” a kind of “hybrid” entity.15

If we expand our attentions beyond the flow of goods and technology
outward from the United States, we find a history of both Russian and

12 For example, Kristin L. Hoganson, Consumers’ Imperium: The Global Production of Amer-
ican Domesticity, 1865–1920 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007).

13 In arguing this, I intend to link two kinds of “Americanization” that have remained separate in
the historiography of the United States. The term has been applied separately to the spread of Amer-
ican culture and products abroad, and to the assimilation of immigrants. For a critique of this bifur-
cation see Hubert Bonin and Ferry de Goey, “American Companies in Europe: Issues and
Perspectives,” in H. Bonin and F. de Goey, eds., American Firms in Europe: Strategy, Identity, Per-
ception and Performance, 1880–1980 (Geneve: Libraire Droz S.A., 2009). For an argument that
links the export of American consumer goods with the import of foreign workers, see Matthew
Frye Jacobson, Barbarian Virtues: The United States Encounters Foreign Peoples at Home and
Abroad, 1876–1917 (New York: Hill and Wang, 2000).

14 For one proposal “that people, ideas, and institutions do not have clear national identities,” see
David Thelen, “Of Audiences, Borderlands, and Comparisons: Toward the Internationalization of
American History” Journal of American History 79, 2 (Sept. 1992): 432–62, here 436. Thelen
suggests, “Instead of assuming that something was distinctively American, we might assume
that elements of it began or ended somewhere else.”

15 Siegelbaum, Cars for Comrades, 5. For another analysis of the result of such encounters as a
“peculiar hybrid,” see Kurt S. Schultz, The American Factor in Soviet Industrialization: Fordism
and the First Five-Year Plan, 1928–1932 (PhD diss., Ohio State University, 1992), 136.
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American workers, managers, immigrants, and return migrants moving back
and forth, helping to build automobile factories in both Detroit and the
Soviet Union. Like the hybrid vehicles that rolled off of Soviet production
lines, the people who came together in the American and Russian factories
were produced at the blurry juncture of two worlds, and it was often unclear
to which they belonged. The words scrawled under “nationality” on their
Ford paperwork said little more about their origins or affinities than the
name “Red Putilov” revealed about a tractor assembled in Leningrad from a
mix of American and Russian parts, ideas, and contexts.

I highlight here the overlapping co-production of automobiles, ideas about
Americanism, Fordism, and Bolshevism, and new notions and practices of
industrial life. I do so through an examination of sites of encounter, boundary
making, and exchange in both the United States and Russia. Because scholars
to date have emphasized unilateral transfers to Russia, I will emphasize how
these processes also took place in, and significantly affected, the United States.

The FMC facilities in and around Detroit, Michigan were where these pro-
cesses played out among Russian migrants who encountered Ford’s American-
ization programs in the early twentieth century. They also took place between
Ford Sociological Department investigators, Ford English School instructors,
and the Russians and Americans they sorted out, coerced, and tried to reformu-
late and put to work. During the 1920s, the Detroit facilities were also a destina-
tion for Soviet tourists who visited the United States to see the famous
Highland Park factory, for Soviet students, workers, translators, and professors
who came to learn about Ford products and methods at the Henry Ford Trade
School, and for Soviet officials who maintained offices in nearby Dearborn
through their U.S. purchasing agent, the Amtorg Trading Corporation.

I will also scrutinize events surrounding an official delegation of FMC
managers who visited the Soviet Union in 1926. They offer an account of
detailed engagement of Ford managers and executives with a variety of geo-
graphic, manufacturing, and cultural sites there, and their assessment of poten-
tial connections between the company and the USSR. Reports produced by
these Americans, and by executives and engineers that visited the USSR in
1929, recorded their encounters with Americans and Russian-American
migrants who after the Bolshevik Revolution had left the United States to
help build the Soviet Union.

By considering these moments and locations within a single analytical
frame, we can examine the creation of new modes of constructing workers
and a sweeping vision for an industrial world in Detroit alongside the sub-
sequent, connected project to build a new socialist world in Russia. In the
first part of the twentieth century, both FMC employees and workers at manu-
facturing projects in the Soviet Union began to build utopian worlds grounded
in a belief in the transformational power of industrial technology and methods.
By assessing these events together, we can see that the narrative of one-way
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dispersion of American goods and technology has presented Ford’s project, and
the American system it was a frequent metonym for, as fully formed and suc-
cessful, and the Soviet project as comparatively lacking and incomplete.16 By
illuminating the blurry boundaries between these ventures, which also con-
verged in Detroit, I reveal how both projects to create industrial societies
emerged, overlapped, and shaped each other.17

I begin with Ford’s fervent anti-unionism and rigid system of labor
control, which made his “Ford way” seem to some like an antidote to the
spread of Bolshevism in the United States. I will discuss how the FMC’s
business relationship with the Bolshevik government began at the same time
that the company was developing its anti-Bolshevik activities in Detroit.
I then turn to ideas about work conditions and social life. Ford personnel visit-
ing the Soviet Union to promote business connections often stressed that work
conditions and social life fell short of their standards, but we will see that
the arrangements of work and life that seemed natural to them had only recently
become normal in Detroit itself. In fact, one facet of FMC’s efforts to produce
an efficient and enviably successful industrial system was to produce new
modes of everyday work and life. These were not readily accepted by either
Ford workers or foreign observers, who were often shocked by the goings on
in Ford’s Detroit facilities, which some called “something startlingly new.”18

Next I will look at Ford’s ambitions to put these new modes of industrial
work and life into action both in Detroit and abroad, in conjunction with Soviet
interpretations of how Fordizm might be used to help build the Soviet
Union. I will follow this with a discussion of the blurry process of boundary
making around categories like “American,” “Russian,” and “Bolshevik.”
FMC personnel deployed these categories as a basis for factory production
in Detroit and business operations in the Soviet Union. The company’s
halting attempts at marking distinction often failed when they collided with

16 Siegelbaum describes this problem of measuring Soviet industry and industrial products
against contemporary American industry as “the creeping imperialism of Western standards”;
Cars for Comrades, 8.

17 Recently scholars of the Soviet Union have employed a comparative perspective to argue that
Soviet socialism can be understood as an alternative form of European projects of modernity. See,
for example, David L. Hoffmann, “European Modernity and Soviet Socialism,” in David L. Hoff-
mann and Yanni Kotsonis, eds., Russian Modernity: Politics, Knowledge, Practices (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2000). For one proposal that we should understand these projects instead
as part of “entangled modernities” through a transnational approach, see Michael David-Fox, “Mul-
tiple Modernities vs. Neo-Traditionalism: On Recent Debates in Russian and Soviet History,” Jahr-
bücher für Geschichte Osteuropas 55, 4 (2006): 549–55. For a discussion of the earlier
“convergence model” of scholarship on Soviet industrialization, which emphasized similarities
with the West, see Lewis Siegelbaum and Ronald Suny, “Conceptualizing the Command
Economy:Western Historians on Soviet Industrialization,” in William Rosenberg and Lewis Siegel-
baum, eds., Social Dimensions of Soviet Industrialization (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1993).

18 Mary Nolan, Visions of Modernity: American Business and the Modernization of Germany
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 30.
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individuals who, due to their origins, affinities, or geographic locations, fell
between these categories.

F O R D MO TO R COM PA NY AND B O L S H E V I K S

In 1919, during the period of anti-Bolshevik anxieties in the United States that
historians have called the “Red Scare,” the FMC joined federal officials and
politicians in drawing and enforcing sharp distinctions between “one
hundred percent Americanism” and Russian Bolshevism. For example, one
prominent politician’s treatise Americanism versus Bolshevism explained,
“Americanism means increased production and increased prosperity for all;
Bolshevism stands for destruction.”19 Ford produced films that presented this
formulation, such as a short cartoon that contrasted American producers with
“Bolsheviki-I.W.W. rats” (see Figure 1). In it, a farmer resembling Uncle
Sam stands behind bags of corn representing the products of “American Insti-
tutions.”A bounty of produce is, he says, “the results of our fine labor.”When a
“varmint” rat labeled “Bolsheviki I.W.W.” enters through a hole in the wall, the
farmer hits it with a shovel and tosses it out the window, declaring, “Bolshevists
are the rats of civilization.” As he waves good-bye to the audience, the message
“Animated by Ford” appears. The film’s broader message was clear: American
institutions like Ford’s system of mass production could produce an abundance
of goods and a better life based on mass consumption; “increased production”
meant “increased prosperity for all,” but only if Bolshevists’ meddling was
eliminated.20

During the Red Scare, Ford Motor deployed undercover operatives in its
Highland Park factory who targeted Russian and Eastern European migrants
and anyone who admitted to being or was rumored to be connected to
radical organizations. Their task was to identify and remove “Bolsheviki”
workers from tool rooms and assembly lines. Those so identified were paired
at work with firmly “American” workers “opposed of Socialist, Bolshivicism,
and Radicalism.” Off the job, they were surveiled, and many were transferred
or removed from their positions, or simply deported in collaboration with the
federal government.21

For instance, special agents of the Department of Justice arrested one
worker, Russian immigrant Nicolai Mansevich, inside Ford’s Highland Park
plant for possessing “revolutionary and anarchist literature.” After a search
of his home found the attic “arranged for a meeting of the Union of Russian

19 Hanson, Americanism versus Bolshevism, 283.
20 Ford Motor Company, “Uncle Sam and the Bolsheviki-I.W.W. Rat” (ca. 1919), in Treasures

III—Social Issues in American Film 1900–1934, Program 3: Toil and Tyranny. San Francisco:
National Film Preservation Foundation, 2007.

21 Benson Ford Research Center, The Henry Ford, Dearborn, Michigan (hereafter “BFRC”),
accession 575, box 29, Ford Motor Company [FMC] #128—Espionage—Operative 15 Reports,
1 Oct. 1919.
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Workers,” Mansevich was deported for “teaching the overthrow by force or
violence of the Government of the United States.”22 To many American obser-
vers, Ford’s incredible factory was at the forefront of defending the United
States from the radical threat. For them, one recent history noted, “Highland
Park stood as a bulwark against Bolshevism.”23

However, these actions reveal only one component of Ford Motor’s
relationship to “Bolsheviks” during 1919 and the decade that followed. In prac-
tice, determining precisely who was a Russian, a Bolshevik, or for that matter
an American was a fraught and often impossible process. Furthermore, during
the same summer that Ford was producing anti-Bolshevik cartoons and deploy-
ing undercover operatives on its factory floors, the company contracted to sell
its first volume shipment of automobiles to Russia.24 Even as Ford executives
worked to identify and deport Russian Bolsheviks in Detroit, in the spring of
1919 they met there and in New York with Bolshevik government representa-
tives.25 That same year, when New York’s Lusk Committee stormed the
New York City office of the Russian Soviet Bureau as part of their anti-radical
roundup, they uncovered, not a Bolshevik conspiracy to foment radical revolu-
tion, but rather agents of the new Soviet government working to arrange a
meeting with Henry Ford in Dearborn, at which they hoped to discuss
buying automobiles and “the social aspects of the regeneration of Russia.”

FIGURE 1 Two frames from “Uncle Sam and the I.W.W.—Bolsheviki Rat” (Ford Motor Co., ca.
1919). Courtesy of the National Film Preservation Foundation and the National Archives.

22 “Ford Plant Delegate to Detroit ‘Soviet’ Ordered Deported for Advocating Violence,”
New York Times, 13 May 1922, in BFRC, accession 940, box 17, FMC-Labor-Radicals.

23 Brinkley, Wheels for the World, 249.
24 Correspondence and contracts related to the sale are located in BFRC, accession 49, box 1,

Amtorg Trading Corp., 1946 (also 1919–1920).
25 The Ford Company also appears to have sent one representative to Russia; see “Departmental

Communication, Jan 2nd 1919,” in BFRC, accession 62—Henry Ford Office Subject and Name
File 1919, box 109, Folder—Russia.
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A letter from the Russian Soviet Bureau in New York, now preserved in Henry
Ford’s correspondence, carried a similar message; it spoke of “something else
than the purely commercial interest your firm may have in Russian trade.” “We
believe,” it read, “we could make you understand that Soviet Russia is inaugu-
rating methods of industrial efficiency compatible with the interests of human-
ity.”26 Just two years later, the Ford Company would be selling thousands of
Fordson tractors to the Soviet Union each year, but first Ford automobiles
had to be produced in Detroit—an effort more arduous than simply identifying
“Bolsheviks” in the plants. During the same period when Soviet officials began
deploying a new vision for humanity based on “industrial efficiency,” the FMC
created and attempted to implement a new vision and practice for industrial
work and life.

A N EW NO RMA L A ND A N EW D I S E A S E

Henry Ford’s idea was straightforward, especially when expressed in his short
spurts of folksy wisdom: Ford Motor would make a lot of cars, and cheaply
enough so that even autoworkers could buy them. Simple on its surface, the
plan in action required Ford and the FMC to sweepingly transform key
aspects of industrial and social life. Workers on the factory floor would have
to become accustomed to a new way of doing things that Ford thought necess-
ary to attain the extreme efficiency of assembly line mass production. A system
of rigid control of the shop floor and coercion of workers was designed to create
a homogenized and highly disciplined workforce capable of repetitive,
de-skilled tasks. Their lives outside of work would also be reshaped—a particu-
lar kind of home life was required if Ford workers were to maintain maximum
efficiency on the job. The company had to instill in immigrant workers a
specific set of relationships to their earnings, savings, and spending if they
were to become industrious Americans capable of consuming automobiles.
As historian Stephen Meyer has argued about the implementation of FMC’s
“five dollar day” labor policy, these two projects—creating a new brand of effi-
cient industrial workers, and reshaping workers’ home lives—were intimately
linked. “The company,” he writes “attempted to change an immigrant worker’s
life and culture to its preconceived ideal of an ‘American standard of living,’
which it felt was the basis of industrial efficiency.” According to Meyer, “In
the eyes of Ford, his officials, and his factory managers, a workman’s efficiency
in the factory and his home and family environment were thoroughly
intertwined.”27

26 Wilkins and Hill, American Business Abroad, 209; S. Nuorteva to Mr. Henry Ford, 21 Apr.
1919, BFRC, accession 62, box 109, Henry Ford Office Subject and Name File 1919, Folder—
Russia; see also McFadden, Alternative Paths, 280.

27 Stephen Meyer, The Five Dollar Day: Labor Management and Social Control in the Ford
Motor Company, 1908–1921 (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1981), 6, 123. While
notions of mass production and the assembly line that came to be recognized as hallmarks of
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The five dollar day profit sharing program was introduced in 1914. To par-
ticipate, workers had to follow onerous requirements intended to reshape broad
aspects of their lives so as to construct a homogenous, American, efficient
workforce capable of performing routinized tasks. Ford created a Sociological
Department staffed with inspectors charged with monitoring workers both
inside and outside the factory. The company observed and managed how
workers saved and spent their new salaries, where and with whom they
lived, their marital status, and whether they sent money to relatives abroad.
A careful balance of thrift and rest was required, based on a particular
vision of the middle-class home. Certain leisure activities, or cohabitation
outside of marriage, squandered a worker’s wages. Aworking wife, or the sub-
letting of space to borders, deprived a worker’s home life of comfort and relax-
ation. The Americanization components of these programs targeted immigrant
workers, and included attendance at Ford English School classes in which
workers learned about both American citizenship and English language. A par-
ticular focus was vocabulary that workers would need to fulfill the “role as the
head of an ‘American’ family unit.” For example, subjects included “The Man
Washing.” At the heart of these FMC programs to create a certain kind of
worker was the construction of a particular notion of an American home and
family, and a specific kind of man.28 Writing of Henry Ford, Samuel
Marquis, head of the Sociological Department, suggested that automobiles
were “the by-products of his real business, which is the making of men.”29

“Mr. Ford’s ambition,” advertised a promotional pamphlet called Facts from
Ford in 1920, “is ‘to make men,’ as against the simple making of machines
and money.”30

The company’s interventions were often drastic; within days of a worker
starting at Ford, the Sociology Department might violently expunge his
family’s home and all of their possessions. Take the case of one Russian
peasant, Joe Kostruba, who found a job at Ford three years after arriving in
the United States. Two days after he began work a Sociological Department
investigator determined that the attic apartment where he had been living
with his wife and six children was “a filthy, foul-smelling hole.” The investi-
gator moved immediately “to help them to make a start toward right living,”
providing Kostruba a large loan against his future wages and “a liberal
amount of soap … with instructions to use freely.” The Ford investigator

Ford’s system were not new, when used in conjunction and implemented systematically they pro-
duced fundamental transformation in work expectations and practices (see ibid., 10–11).

28 Ibid., 123, 157–58.
29 Samuel Marquis quoted in Jonathan Leonard, The Tragedy of Henry Ford (New York:

Putnam, 1932), 120.
30 Facts from Ford (Detroit: Ford Motor Company, 1920), 3, in BFRC accession 951—Ford

Non-Serial Imprints, box: Fa-Few.
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then “had their dirty, old, junk furniture loaded on a dray and under the cover of
night moved them to their new home. This load of rubbish was heaped in a pile
in the back yard, a torch was applied and it went up in smoke.” A promotional
report produced by the department about the transformation wrought by the
FMC upon this Russian immigrant family concluded triumphantly, “There,
upon the ashes of what had been their earthly possessions, this Russian
peasant and his wife, with tears streaming down their faces, expressed
their gratitude and thanks to Henry Ford, [and] the FORD MOTOR
COMPANY….”31

But in fact workers in Ford factories questioned the new way of working
and its costs, and some described Ford’s methods in terms of insanity or disease
rather than normality. Henry Ford declared in his book of aphorisms, “Reason-
able work is natural,” but some workers at his plant complained that the new
mode of work was so abnormal that it created new diseases.32 It was, wrote
one, “no place for a sane man.” A new kind of nervous condition found
among Ford workers was referred to as “Forditis.”33 While “Fordizatsia” (For-
dization) in Russia signaled the efficiency that would help create a new world
for workers, assembly line workers in Detroit used the word to denote a mal-
formation in their bodies wrought by Ford’s efficiency methods. “Fordization
of the face” referred to the pained and twisted expressions that became stuck
on the features of workers who spent day after day trying to clandestinely com-
municate in circumvention of FMC’s rule of total silence on the floor.34

According to one historian of labor organizing at Ford, “the Ford Face” was
like “a human mask” with no expression and vacant eyes. It was created in con-
junction with the “Ford Silence,” a lack of human voices that produced an eerie
quietness despite the screech and grind of machinery.35

Travelers from abroad who toured the Highland Park plant commented on
the shocking newness of Henry Ford’s ideas, methods, and operations. “In
Detroit Germans found something startlingly new,” historian Mary Nolan
writes, summarizing travelers’ reactions to the Ford works.36 Soviet futurist
poet Vladimir Mayakovsky, who toured the plant during his 1925 trip to the
United States, was stunned to hear no voices there. “There is just a universal,
serious hum,” he wrote. “The faces have a greenish tinge, with black lips, like at
a film shoot.”Mayakovsky’s critique of the plant connected family life with the

31 BRFC, accession 940, box 17, FMC—Labor—Radicals—Sociological Department, “Human
Interest Story, Number Nine.”

32 Henry Ford, “Saying #7,” in 365 of Henry Ford’s Sayings (New York: League-for-a-Living,
1923).

33 Meyer, Five Dollar Day, 41, 65, 166.
34 James J. Flink, “Ford, Henry,” American National Biography Online, at: http://www.anb.org/

articles/10/10-00578.html (accessed 5 Dec. 2013).
35 Phillip Bonosky, Brother Bill Mckie: Building the Union at Ford (New York: International

Publishers, 1953), 13.
36 Nolan, Visions of Modernity, 30.
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practice of efficiency: “In Detroit, you find the highest divorce rate. The Ford
system gives its workers impotence.”37

The experience of workers in Detroit and comments from visiting obser-
vers of Ford’s methods, suggest that efforts to create a new normal mode of
factory work and life were highly contested, and even shocking to many.
Indeed, in their efforts to transform workers Ford programs were in many
respects more aspirational than successful. By the mid-1920s, FMC had
abandoned plans to reconstitute workers through a “paternalistic”mix of incen-
tive programs and social coercion, in favor of forceful physical intimidation
and factory spies. The Sociological Department was eclipsed by the Service
Department, tasked with suppressing radicalism and unionism through
“anti-labor terror.”38 However, FMC tried to promote both the new mode
of assembly line factory work and the consumption of the automobiles it
produced as a new “universal” standard for Americans and for peoples
around the globe.

Ford’s Model-T was said to be the “Universal Car” and his Fordson the
“Universal Tractor,” marketed as affordable to all people and amenable to all
conditions (see Figure 2). But these were not the only Ford products that
were to be universally applicable in the United States and abroad: “Our prin-
ciples, I hold, are universal,” said Ford “and must lead to a better, wider life
for all.”39 When Ford managers boarded a steamship in New York in 1926,
setting out to assess the possibility of bringing the company’s vehicles and
whole factories for their production to the Soviet Union, they were bearing
more than an automotive product. Their ideas about normal industrial pro-
duction and the normal lives of industrial workers were steeped in the world
that the Ford Company and its ethnically and nationally diverse workforce
had been creating in Detroit over the previous decade.

Observation and analysis of Soviet workers’ lives outside the factory was
a crucial component of the Ford mission to Russia because it was believed that
such factors would be telling indicators of their factory performance. For
example, while Ford managers who toured the USSR explained that the
social system erected by the Bolsheviks was unsuccessful in many respects,
they concluded sarcastically that it had “admirably succeeded in destroying
all family life” and “purposely taught disobedience to children.” They reported,
“The average worker in the USSR today … is much better off than he was
before the Revolution,” but lamented, “The worker has too much leisure
time under this new system, especially during work hours.” The delegation

37 Vladimir Mayakovsky, My Discovery of America, Neil Cornwell, trans. (London: Hesperus
Press, 2005 [1926]), 97, 99.

38 Stephen H. Norwood, Strikebreaking and Intimidation: Mercenaries and Masculinity in
Twentieth-Century America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 171–76;
Meyer, Five Dollar Day, 6–7, 168, 170.

39 Ford, 365 of Henry Ford’s Sayings, 24.
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paid keen attention to how workers spent their leisure time, and reported not
only on home life but also on worker’s clubs, the role of women, marriage
laws, prostitution, and the rearing of children.

FIGURE 2 A Russian advertisement collected by Ford managers on their 1926 trip to the Soviet
Union not only promotes the Fordson as “the universal tractor,” but also envisions the machine
reshaping broad aspects of Russian agriculture, transport, and industry. Suggested uses included
powering water and oil pumps, sawmills, and even lighting in addition to potato digging, threshing,
and plowing snow. Courtesy of Benson Ford Research Center, The Henry Ford, Dearborn, Michi-
gan. Accession 1870, Box 1, Report of the Ford Delegation to Russia. Copy and reuse restrictions
apply. http://www.TheHenryFord.org/copyright.aspx
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Their investigations were structured around similar topics and concerns as
those that occupied Ford probed into the lives of immigrants in Detroit. It was
impossible, they reported with concern, for Soviet workers to accumulate per-
sonal savings under a system in which “the whole scheme has been planned to
prevent the accumulation of personal wealth.” This worry mirrored the focus of
Ford investigators in Detroit on establishing and tracking worker’s efforts to
build personal savings. Furthermore, while among the first corrective tasks
taken by investigators in Dearborn had been to provide a new Russian immi-
grant hire and his family with “a liberal amount of soap … with instructions
to use freely,” delegates to Russia were quick to note “the extremely strong
odor of unwashed bodies which fills the air, as the average workman rarely
changes his clothes after work and baths are seldom indulged in.”40

Ford delegation executives and managers evaluated the potential for future
business with Russia using the same ideas about control of the labor force and
efficiency that were being created and resisted in Detroit. “They have no
control over the workmen,” wrote the Ford managers, “and therefore are
unable to operate their plants on anything near an efficient basis.”41 These
understandings of normal industrial work and living conditions for workers
ultimately structured the contracts for both Ford assistance to Soviet auto-
mobile production projects and Ford workers sent to Russia to work on
factory construction and operations. When skilled Ford workers were sent to
work in an auto plant built with Ford technical assistance at Nizhniy Novgorod
between 1929 and 1932, their contracts called for guarantees of “normal living
conditions of comfort and rest.”42 Correspondence between FMC and Albert
Kahn Inc. Architects, advising ways to negotiate the language of agreements
for Ford workers going to the USSR, suggests that the term “normal” as utilized
in such agreements was in dispute, and that contract writers had to be careful
about what exactly the term meant. “In Paragraph No. 3,” wrote Louis Kahn
to a Ford representative, “after your wording ‘expected of a normal traveler,’
I would suggest adding the words ‘in the United States.’ Otherwise they will
expect your men to travel as a normal Russian traveler.”43

40 BFRC, accession 1870, box 1, Report of the Ford Delegation to Russia, 104–6; BRFC, acces-
sion 940, box 17, FMC—Labor—Radicals—Sociological Department, “Human Interest Story,
Number Nine.”

41 BFRC, accession 1870, box 1, Report of the Ford Delegation to Russia, 38. Americans
working in Soviet factories during the time of the Five-Year Plan often echoed such critiques,
also without acknowledging ways that “control over the workmen” was never complete or uncon-
tested in the United States. For examples, see Schultz, American Factor.

42 BFRC, accession 532, box 1, Folder—Amtorg Trading Corp. Correspondence General 1929–
1932, 1944, 1 of 2. Schultz, “Building the ‘Soviet Detroit.’”

43 Lewis Kahn, Albert Kahn Inc. Architects and Engineers to Russell Gnau, Ford Motor
Company, BFRC, accession 532, box 1, Folder—Amtorg Trading Corp. Correspondence
General 1929–1932, 1944, 1 of 2.
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Boris Shpotov, a Russian historian of the FMC, has argued, “Every Amer-
ican manufacturing system, including that of Ford, could work effectively in
other countries only at strict observance of all rules and norms: uninterrupted
inflow of raw materials, skillful engineering, good factory management, disci-
plined and well-trained workforce, etc. In the USSR such conditions were
mostly absent.”44 However, Ford managers evaluating conditions in the
USSR did not employ, as they imagined they did, a timeless set of “universal”
norms for good management, workforce discipline and training, and uninter-
rupted flow; rather, they were standards of industrial work and its connection
to living conditions that had only recently been conceived and striven for in
Detroit. Far from a set of “universal” principles that would self-evidently
lead to “a better, wider life for all,” these new norms were contested in
Detroit and between the FMC and the workers and planners they interacted
with in Soviet Russia.45 In fact, while Henry Ford endeavored to create a
new routine of work and new Americanized lives for workers in his Michigan
factories, some of his employees abandoned his vision so they could instead
participate in creating another kind of new society on the other side of the
world.

B E TW E E N TWO U TO P I A N P R O J E C T S

“Soviet automobiles,” historian Lewis Siegelbaum writes, “were born amid
dreams of a technological utopia.”46 But as we have seen, so were American
automobiles; Henry Ford had a dream for a new world based on mass
production and mass consumption. He proclaimed that “Machinery is the
new Messiah,” and according to commentators he envisioned a “new thinking
and new doing … bringing us a new world, a new heaven, and a new earth.”47

Again, Ford and many of his enthusiasts thought that not only his products but
his “Ford way” of organizing work, family life, and the social world would
better the lives of people everywhere. According to one biographer of Ford,
“For him the metaphor of the melting pot included not only the homogenization
of foreigners in America, but the mechanization and standardization of all
people all over the globe. Men would be mass produced.”48 The outlook that
historian Greg Grandin has called Ford’s “international utopianism,” which
he developed leading up to the First World War, became reconfigured in the
1920s as the basis for a series of projects to organize communities of work

44 Shpotov, “The Case of US Companies in Russia-USSR,” in American Firms in Europe, 442.
45 Ford, 365 of Henry Ford’s Sayings, 24.
46 Siegelbaum, Cars for Comrades, 3.
47 Henry Ford, “Machinery, the New Messiah,” Forum, 79, 3 (Mar. 1928): 359–64, here 359;
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and life outside of Detroit. Ford built lumber towns in Michigan’s Upper Penin-
sula, planned a vast new municipality at Muscle Shoals in northwest Alabama,
and initiated a sweeping project to create a rubber production settlement called
“Fordlandia” in the Brazilian jungle. Ford projected the outlines of a future in
which animals would be unnecessary for either plowing or food; machines
would take over both functions, as tractors replaced draft animals and soybeans
were processed into milk and other foods that had once come from livestock.49

That many of these projects never materialized, and others ended in dismal
failure, reminds us that the Ford Company’s many programs to produce a new
world of mass production and consumption were always only aspirational.
Ford’s sales of tractors, car parts, and technical assistance to the Soviet auto-
mobile industry all took place within this larger, often quixotic frame. This
calls into question past depictions, by Ford executives and scholars alike, of
Ford’s dissemination of products and production knowledge to Russia in
terms of mastery and inevitability. For example, though both groups have high-
lighted the small number of tractors and low volume of their production in the
Soviet Union as these exchanges began in the early 1920s, FMC’s own tractor
production had started only a few years earlier, when it built and sold just 254
tractors in 1917.50 If Ford’s view for “a new world” and the Soviet endeavor to
create a new society each presented utopian visions, they were both very much
projects in the making.

Although Ford managers maligned the status of management, worker
conduct, and other conditions of Soviet factories, in some cases work practices
there were portrayed as positive examples that Ford facilities ought to emulate.
In the same year that Ford officials toured Soviet factories and agricultural sites,
Ford’s employee newspaper criticized foremen and workers in Detroit who
lagged behind when compared to the Soviet model for prevention of workplace
accidents and injuries. “Soviet Russia is taking Safety seriously,” the Ford
News declared. “Are we in American taking it as seriously as it deserves?”51

This company periodical was not alone in looking to Russia as a model.
Many Americans thought that elements of the system being developed in the
Soviet Union could be detached from socialist politics and deployed in the
United States. American agriculturalists who traveled there as technical
experts may have been largely indifferent to “the Soviet way of life,” as one
account claimed, but they were deeply inspired by Soviet plans for
industrial-scale agriculture, and felt that lessons learned from Soviet exper-
iments could transform American large-scale wheat farming.52

49 Grandin, Fordlandia, 45.
50 Nevins and Hill, Ford: Expansion and Challenge, 685.
51 “Soviet Safety,” Ford News 6, 5 (1 Jan. 1926): 6.
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Despite such instances, many observers envisioned the Soviet project, and
that of Americanism and Fordism, as the “two available models for economic
and social modernity,” as Mary Nolan has noted in her study of ideas about
Fordism in Germany. One German traveler wrote after visits to both the
United States and Russia in the 1920s that they were “the two poles of the con-
temporary era.” Others interpreted the two models in less oppositional frame-
works, even suggesting that Americanism and the sort of technological
efficiency represented by Fordism offered a more useful model for a socialist
Germany than did the example of the Soviet Union. In Germany, Nolan
argues, “Bolshevism and Americanism were seldom posited as simple alterna-
tives.”Many Russian and European workers and writers thought Americanism
and Fordism were compatible with socialism and that a socialist society could
perfect Ford’s practices and ideas.53

In the Soviet Union, Fordism was deployed excitedly and widely in a
variety of contexts. “‘Fordism’ is the most popular term among our labor
organizers,” wrote Mayakovsky after returning to the Soviet Union from a
trip to the United States in 1926.54 According to Siegelbaum, Fordism
“deeply impressed Marxist theoreticians, the technical intelligentsia, the cul-
tural avant-garde, and ordinary readers of mass-circulation popular science
journals.”55 Fordizm’s popularity in Russia was related to a broader enthu-
siasm for ideas about the scientific management of industry and the potential
for new technology and methods to transform work and life, which also took
hold in Europe and the United States in the early twentieth century.56 Like
advocates of Fordism elsewhere, many Soviet commentators highlighted
the potential for scientific methods and industrial technology to bring about
material abundance.

Ford wanted to bring people in places like Russia “a better, wider life”
through the mass consumption that would be offered by mass production,
but Soviet planners and citizens were already developing a new Soviet mode
of consumption, which they saw as the basis of a new socialist world.57

53 Nolan, Visions of Modernity, 8, 26; Siegelbaum, Cars for Comrades, 2; Rogger, “Amerika-
nizm and the Economic Development of Russia.”
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Many Bolsheviks thought such ideas would be key components of the trans-
formations that the revolution would bring about, and America and Ford
often figured as an exemplary model for the Soviet application of scientific
management.58 In the travelogue A Ford Crosses Soviet Russia, the American
university professor George Counts observed, “The present vogue of America
in Russia is no doubt due in part to the fact that to a peculiar degree she exem-
plifies the spirit of science in industry.” After driving around the Volga river
valley in a Ford purchased through Amtorg, Counts concluded that, American
and Soviet ideological differences aside, when it came to a shared belief in the
application of science to industry “these two great republics are walking in har-
monious step.”59

Nonetheless, even ardent enthusiasts continued throughout the 1920s to
debate what Fordizm meant for Soviet Russia and how it might be interpreted,
spread, and adopted by Soviet workers. Excitement about Ford varied across
urban and rural divides—intellectuals and technical specialists saw Fordizm
as a method for organizing industrial efficiency, while peasants admired Ford
as an inventor. By the mid-1920s, the study and application of scientific man-
agement principles was widespread enough to support several academic and
technical journals and a series of labor schools and institutes. There was
even a schism between different branches of proponents of the field of study
dedicated to nauchnaya organizatsiya truda—the scientific organization of
labor.60

Soviet efforts to apply American industrial techniques like Fordism to
industry encountered varied reactions among workers, factory directors, com-
mentators, and planners. At times they met ambivalence—praised for technical
advantages but critiqued for their social meanings.61 While Soviet citizens
sometimes “talk[ed] about the Ford enterprise almost as though it were an
entity that could be transposed, without any changes, to the socialist
system,” as Mayakovsky observed, they, like observers elsewhere, more
often advocated reshaping elements of “Fordism” that they felt could be separ-
ated from unwanted aspects of the Ford system and applied toward different
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ends.62 In his article on Fordizm in the Big Soviet Encyclopedia, Alexei Gastev,
a prominent advocate of the scientific organization of labor, acerbically criti-
cized the “cruel exploitation” that characterized Ford’s “social concept.” But
he also highlighted useful elements of Fordizm like “continuous flow,” and
“rhythm” of work that, he explained, “now have a widely recognized role in
the organization of production” in the socialist system.63 One skeptical
parody of popular enthusiasm for American ideas echoed Ford’s plans to
replace farm animals with industrial machines. “We are far behind American
technique!,” it mocked, “In America, mechanized chickens lay cooked
eggs—soft-boiled, medium, and hard boiled—according to one’s desire. In
America, electrified cows give for the choosing—boiled milk, butter, sour
cream, whipped cream. We bend our heads in esteem.”64

In some cases, Fordist and American ideas, organizations of industrial
work, and engineers on the ground in Soviet Russia faced significant obstacles
and even active resistance. One account of three hundred American specialists
who had been working in the Stalingrad tractor factory for over three months
lamented their lack of progress in imparting “American methods of work” to
the Russian workers. A reporter for the daily newspaper Za industrializatsiiu
(For industrialization) explained that some workers had “systematically hin-
dered the work of American experts” and “young Russian specialists conducted
a campaign against the work of the Americans.” One worker who “openly
declared that he would not work with the Americans” explained, “We made
the revolution ourselves, and we ourselves will establish industry.”65

Soviets who promoted the adoption of elements of Ford’s work methods
did not feel that they had to be separated from a wider program to reshape
workers’ lives, and they often described Amerikanizm and “the Ford way” as
more than a system for industrial work. In the Soviet press, for instance, accord-
ing to historian Jeffrey Brooks, it figured “not as an economic model but as a
human one, for a new type of person.” Soviets talked of creating “Russian
Americans” throughout the 1920s, and “the phrase ‘Russian Fords’ was used
to refer to active groups of workers and managers.”66
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Visions for crafting a new kind of man through Ford’s system in the
United States and Soviet attempts to utilize Ford methods both required
worker training, broad cultural changes, and new conceptions of labor disci-
pline.67 At the core of each project was the transformation of migrant peasants
into industrial workers habituated to the customs, values, and rhythms of
factory life. Adoptions of these transformational goals in the two countries
were more than merely parallel developments; they were co-produced. Tech-
niques as well as the managers and engineers who applied them moved
between the United States and Soviet Russia, and so did people they tried to
refashion into disciplined factory workers. As in the case of the Russian
migrant Joe Kostruba, peasants from Russian villages were often the targets
of such programs in automobile factories in Moscow and Nizhniy Novgorod,
but also in Detroit. Ford employees who visited or worked in automobile fac-
tories in Russia and grumbled about undisciplined workers with “unwashed
bodies,” or who were “right off the farm,” echoed complaints about the
migrant populations, many of whom were Russian peasants, which Ford per-
sonnel tried to fashion into a new kind of workers in Detroit.68 Although
Ford programs purported to be Americanizing immigrant workers, Soviet
workers in early twentieth-century Russia were also exhorted to maintain a par-
ticular balance of leisure, rest, and hygiene that would form the basis for not
only work and citizenship but also a wholly new kind of person, a “New
Soviet Man.”69

This similarity was a key factor that drew Soviet admirers to the American
model as a particularly pertinent example. The American path to industrializ-
ation that underlay Ford’s system had hinged on the successful transformation
of a largely rural population and unskilled migrants into a trained and disci-
plined factory workforce. Advocates for adopting techniques of Fordism and
American scientific management of industry, like Gastev, who developed train-
ing programs and headed the Central Institute of Labor, argued that Ford’s
Highland Park factory could be viewed as a training center that modeled the
cultural transformation of agricultural people and migrants into skilled
workers.70

In both countries, efforts to apply Fordism as a system for recreating
industrial production and fashioning new kinds of people targeted migrants
for transformation, but prior migrations also played a role in the circulation
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of information between Soviet and American engineers, workers, and aca-
demics. During the 1920s, Amerikanskaia tekhnika was just one of the
notable American technical journals read in Soviet Russia, and had more
than five thousand subscribers. Published in Russian in New York, it was
founded by the Association of Russian Engineers in America, a group that
included engineers trained in Russia before they migrated to the United
States.71

The idea that Ford facilities should be models for the development of
Soviet training programs inspired and often required the movement of
people. In addition to the Ford personnel and other engineers and technical
specialists who traveled from the United States to lecture, manage facilities,
and build equipment and products, hundreds of Soviet workers, specialists,
and teachers traveled to Highland Park in the second half of the 1920s to
observe and participate in Ford training and methods. In 1926, the first
group of about fifty of what the Ford Company called “Special Russian Stu-
dents” arrived in Detroit to study the factories, model farms, and methods, as
well as tractor and automobile maintenance and repair. Contracts to sell Ford
parts, automobiles, and technical assistance to Soviet Russia, signed in 1929,
stipulated that fifty Soviet engineers, foreman, and workers per year would
study Ford’s methods and plants in Detroit, and several hundred visited
during the agreement’s duration.72

Again, prior migrations of workers from Russia to the United States
provided a foundation for Ford efforts to train Soviets, sell technical knowledge
to Soviet Russia, and approach new markets in Russia and elsewhere. Among
the students at the Henry Ford Trade School in the mid-1920s were many
migrants from Russia and the former Russian Empire that Ford personnel ident-
ified as good prospects to become sales agents, roadmen, and instructors who
could profitably return to areas throughout the Soviet Union to work on the
company’s behalf. For example, one student, “a Russian citizen” born on a
farm outside Kiev, had been living in the United States for three and a half
years when he began training at Ford in the summer of 1925. The student
was still in the process of obtaining U.S. citizenship papers, was rated highly
in his Ford coursework, and was able to speak Russian, Polish, Ukrainian,
and Chinese (having resided for a time in Harbin, Manchuria). He was
considered for positions supporting a range of Ford’s expanding international
operations. In addition to work in Soviet Russia, these included jobs in
Copenhagen as tractor department head for the Ford Polish division, at a
prospective plant in Yokohama, Japan developing business in the
Manchurian territory, and as an instructor training Soviet students at Detroit
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factories.73 Records pertaining to such trainees remind us that enthusiasm for
Fordism and American models of scientific management in Soviet Russia,
and the aspiration to expand Ford operations in Detroit to areas like the
Soviet Union, grew in a period marked by multidirectional migrations of
workers and technical knowledge that underlay such exchanges.

Mutual beliefs that technology and scientific approaches to production
would transform work and life, and the disciplinary regimes designed to
achieve drastic changes and utopian goals, not only ran parallel in Soviet
Russia and the United States, but also emerged from and inspired formative
connections. Yet, despite such overlaps, meaningful differences were starkly
apparent to workers in both countries, and to the Ford personnel who traveled
between them. Frank Bennet, a former Ford employee hired to supervise pro-
duction of Ford vehicles in Moscow and Nizhniy Novgorod, succinctly
recorded the crux of the difference he found in Soviet autoworkers, iterating
an observation often made by Americans working in Russia: “they were
slow in comparison to what we do,” but they “always referred to [the
factory] as ‘our’ plant. It was, ‘We are doing this,’ or ‘That’s what we are
going to do in the future.’”74

Raising productivity through labor discipline was a critical component of
the emerging Soviet industry, as it was in Ford’s Detroit facilities, but the mean-
ings of discipline and productivity were different in Russia. When workers dis-
cussed what made a good manager, both in the Soviet press and in party
meetings, they called for factory directors to strike a balance between increas-
ing production and defending workers’ interests. As historian Diane Koenker
observed in accounts from the first years of the New Economic Policy, the
promise offered by new forms of Soviet industrial life meant that workers
valued these features in a factory, and those managers who fostered them
“out of conscience, and not from compulsion.”75 While the meaning of indus-
trial work differed across locations and ideological lines, so did the kind of
worker conjured by proposals for a new kind of Ford Man and those for a
new Soviet Man. Unlike the homogeneous, coerced, de-skilled, and inter-
changeable workers that Ford hoped to create, the worker imagined by
Gastev and other Soviet enthusiasts for elements of Fordizm was “an active,
sentient, and creative part of the productive process.”76

73 For student records see BFRC, accession 774, Henry Ford Trade School Student Records
Series [1919–1927], Foreign Student Records.

74 “Frank Bennet Oral Reminiscences,” 133, BFRC accession 65, box 5 Folder—Bennet,
Frank—Final.

75 Diane P. Koenker, “Factory Tales: Narratives of Industrial Relations in the Transition to NEP,”
Russian Review 55 (July 1996): 384–411, here 386–88, 400; Buck-Morss, Dreamworld and Cat-
astrophe, 104–7.

76 The Ford Man was the name of one of Ford’s employee periodicals; Stites, Revolutionary
Dreams, 153.
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These new, utopian meanings for work had limits in Soviet Russia. Ulti-
mately, many workers there acquiesced to or even actively supported an emer-
ging system that, in exchange for increased living standards, increased labor
discipline and productivity and limited potential forms of workers’ collective,
participatory political roles.77 Meanwhile, while Russians grappled with how
Fordism might fit into open questions about how to construct the Soviet
Union, Ford workers in Detroit were inspired by the Bolshevik Revolution
and imagined ways in which socialism could reshape work and life in factories
in the United States. For a variety of workers, both migrants and U.S.-born, the
Bolshevik Revolution was a harbinger of transformations to come, and many
employees at Ford’s facilities “tied their hopes and dreams to the creation of
a new social and economic order.”78

Thus the meanings of Fordism that circulated between the United States
and Soviet Russia were multivalent and contingent on more than geographic
location. During the 1920s, ideas about industrial work and life, technological
promise, and the material abundance promised by mass production and mass
consumption overlapped as often as they diverged, and the same was true of
the people who enacted these ideas and brought them together in places like
Ford’s factories in Detroit. While some Russian Soviets strove to combine
“American” qualities with socialism to create a new kind of person, in
Detroit Ford’s efforts to create a new industrial world deployed programs to
mark elusive boundaries between Russians and Americans, especially after
the rise in labor unrest that followed the Russian Revolution.

WHO C OUN T S A S WHOM? I MM I G R A N T S A N D R E T U R N M I G R A N T S ,

AM E R I C A N S A N D S O V I E T S

If Ford imagined, longed for, and attempted to forcibly construct a homogenous
workforce, the actual collection of laborers who filled his factories was very
heterogeneous. In 1920, for instance, the promotional pamphlet Facts from
Ford listed “Sixty Different Nationalities Working in the Ford Factory.”79 In
the fall of 1914, a survey of the national origins of the Highland Park labor
force found 3,771 workers, or about 29 percent, had been born in the United
States, while “Russians” numbered 2,016, or 16 percent.80 A report produced
in 1917, after the plant and its labor force had grown tremendously, found that,

77 Simon Pirani, The Russian Revolution in Retreat, 1920–24: Soviet Workers and the New Com-
munist Elite (New York: Routledge, 2008), 4, 209–10; Diane P. Koenker, Republic of Labor:
Russian Printers and Soviet Socialism, 1918–1930 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2005),
143–73.

78 Meyer, Five Dollar Day, 170.
79 Facts from Ford, on pages 56, 58, 60 are photographs of a representative worker of each of the

sixty nationalities, in BFRC accession 951—Ford Non-Serial Imprints, box: Fa-Few.
80 Meyer, Five Dollar Day, 77.
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of just over forty thousand workers, a little over half were foreign-born
immigrants.81

And yet, while each of these reports listed precise numbers of “Ameri-
cans” and “Russians,” the actual numbers of workers and, more basically,
the qualities that made one American or Russian, are impossible to tell. As out-
lined above, FMC did not simply employ Americans and immigrants, but
struggled to transform individuals in one category into those of the other.
This process was challenged by the very workers it was supposed to alter.
Americanization programs not only constantly, coercively redrew boundaries
between “American” and “Russian,” but did so selectively. For example, in
the 1917 survey, “American” employees meant “whites,” a category that
included both U.S.-born citizens and naturalized immigrants, but was separated
from sub-categories for “Blacks” and “Indians.”

Still harder to determine is what the category of “Russian” employees
indicated. The Russian Empire, which employees counted at Ford in early
1917 would have arrived from, was itself heterogeneous and multinational.
Those who migrated from the empire often fit uneasily into FMC’s categories.
Sometimes they were identified as Russian, and sometimes by ethnicities and
nationalities that made up the Russian Empire, like Latvian or Ukrainian, or
peoples that the empire only partly controlled, ranging from Polish and
Finnish people to Manchurians. Furthermore, it is clear that those classified
as “Russians” did not include “Jews,” who were categorized separately regard-
less of what part of the empire they had migrated from. Therefore, there were
probably considerably more people working at Ford who had migrated to the
United States from these areas than were labeled “Russian” in company
records.82

Ford Motor did not merely try to sort out Russians and Americans for
record keeping and statistical purposes; personnel also had to apply a murky
identification process on the factory floor. In practice, attempts to categorize
workers who were “Russians” were combined with efforts to identify, neutral-
ized, and remove “Bolshevik” workers during the Red Scare, and more broadly
to identify and intimidate workers who were socialists, trade unionists, or
merely inefficient to prevent their disrupting production. The company often
lumped together as potential threats radical workers who might disrupt pro-
duction through bombings, unionists who might try to organize the workforce,
workers categorized as Russian, and slacking or shirking workers. Written
reports produced by a Ford Service Department employee who identified
himself as “Operative 15” provide a rich record of the halting and capricious

81 “Educational Statistics. Home Plant,” 12 Jan. 1917, BFRC, accession 572, box 27, Folder—
#12.5, Employee Morale, Living Conditions, etc.

82 Ibid. See also the section of “Educational Statistics” on Religion, which lists all the “Rus-
sians” as practicing various varieties of Christianity with no Jews.
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process used to identify these overlapping threats and to define and identify
Russians and Bolsheviks. Operative 15 was placed undercover as a worker
in various capacities at Ford’s Highland Park plant, where he observed, ques-
tioned, gained confidence of, and reported on employees. He also followed
workers clandestinely after hours, and spent time with them outside of the
plant, attending social gatherings and taking notes on meetings, such as one
at which workers met to protest American military intervention in the
Russian Civil War.83

The conflation of Russians, trade unionists, Bolsheviks, and inefficient
workers often encompassed so many employees that it seemed that nearly
everyone fit into the expanding category. “Ninety per cent of the Russians
are Bolshivic,” worried the operative, and “ninety per cent of the tool
makers were … pretty good Bolshivic.” One report illustrates the combined
efforts of operatives’ activities, which were aimed simultaneously at disciplin-
ing workers, increasing efficiency, and identifying Bolsheviks. It lists all of the
“No. 3 Shift” workers in the Box Factory, with various numbers of stars drawn
next to many names. The operative wrote that three stars, “Indicates men that
kill time in the toilet and wash before bell rings”; two stars, “Indicates Men that
throw stock or scrap at others”; while one star, “Indicates I.W.W. and Bolshivic
agitators.”84

Operative 15 had difficulty determining which workers that he knew to be
“Russians” were “Bolshivic,” and so he had to rely on the other workers to
make the connection for him. Some eagerly identified “radical Bolshivics,”
like one informant who argued heatedly, “that every body that believes in Bol-
shivicsm that they ought to burn them to a stake, or throw them in jail for life.”
However, this strategy was sometimes unsuccessful, as recorded in a conversa-
tion Operative 15 had with two Italian workers who operated nailing machines:
“When ever a Russian passes them,” he reported, “they yell out, ‘Hello Bolshi-
vic.’ I asked them, What does Bolshivic means? Both replied we just fooling
with them, we call all Russians that, I spoke to several Russians yesterday
and today but met no success in meating a Bolshivic.”85

These documents record not only ways in which Ford Service Department
personnel tried to understand the boundaries between Americans, Russians,
and Bolsheviks, but also efforts by Russian-American migrant workers to
define and reformulate their own statuses and affinities, particularly following
the Bolshevik Revolution. In April of 1920, Operative 15 reported on one
worker who planned to leave for Russia. Born in Poland in 1892, the worker

83 BFRC, accession 572, box 29, Folder—FMC—#128-Espionage-Operative 15 Reports, “July
16th 1919.”When quoting from these reports I have retained misspellings and alternative spellings
such as “Bolshevic.”

84 Operative 15 Reports, “July 15, 1919,” and “July 23, 1919,” “Box Factory, 3 Shift, Nov 24–
Dec 8 1919.”

85 Operative 15 Reports, “September 5, 1919,” and “July 24, 1919.”
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identified himself as a Russian-Pole. He had first come to the United States in
1911 and since 1913 had worked for FMC for seven years. Having aroused sus-
picion by telling Operative 15 that he did not invest his bonus pay in Ford Cer-
tificates, the worker then explained that he intended to go back to Russia soon.
“I asked him, ‘Was he coming back to the U.S.?’ … He replied indeed not, to
HELL with this country, he was going to live under the Soviet Government.”86

Several Russian migrants told of similar plans to leave for Russia. Another
worker, identified in reports during the summer of 1919 as Alex Fedorinekio,
had been living in the United States “ten and a half years” and working at Ford
for seven and a half years since 1912, but he did not intend to apply for citizen-
ship because he “expect[ed] to go back to Russia some time.” Many of these
workers explained that they were only waiting to save enough money for
their return passage, and that they hoped to leave as soon as possible.
Several even declared that they would prefer to be deported to Russia so
they could get back sooner. One Russian migrant explained, “They had threa-
tened to deport him two or three times each week while he was in the Army, he
told them to deport him, he said he is going to Russia as soon as he gets the
fare.” Another recounted his plan to arrange for deportation in collaboration
with a friendly “U.S. Government immigration officer who deports the
Comrades.”87

While Operative 15 assumed each of these workers was clearly “Bolshi-
vic,” he got a range of replies when he asked each “was he a Bolshivic?”
One worker produced “his credential proving that he is a Bolshivic,” while
another answered that “all workers are Bolshivic.” Others gave more
nuanced responses, like one who replied that “he was a Communist Socialist
but not a Democratic Socialist,” and “a member of the Union of Russian
Workers.” Still others replied they “did not believe in Bolshivic[s].” The ques-
tions of whether Russians were Bolsheviks and whether Russian migrants
would become Americans and efficient and stable Ford workers were of
primary importance to the Ford Service Department. But these reports also
suggest that these categories lacked clear boundaries. Some Russian migrants
crossed categories to become the naturalized citizens that the FMC counted
as Americans, or to become the Americans who operative 15 described as
“against Organize[d] labor and Bolshivic[s],” but many migrants never
planned to become Americans, and some who had lived in the United States
for over a decade had decided in 1919 or 1920 to return to Russia.88

86 Operative 15 Reports, “April 7, 1920.”
87 Operative 15 Reports, “July 25, 1919,” and “April 7, 1920.”
88 Operative 15 Reports, “October 1 1919.” Russian-American Ford workers were not alone in

choosing to migrate back to Russia. According to one estimate, more than half of the Russian immi-
grants who came to the United States returned to Russia between 1908 and 1923; Mark Wyman,
Round-Trip to America: The Immigrants Return to Europe, 1880–1930 (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1993), 11. These statistics are also plagued with problems to do with shifting boundaries of
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Those Russian migrants who stayed to work in Ford’s Detroit factories
may also have shifted their ideas about and affinities toward Russia following
the 1917 Revolution. As Mayakovsky observed of Russian immigrants
working at the Ford plant he toured in 1925, “In the main, these are former
paupers—Russians who speak only dreadful ill of Russia, having arrived
here about twenty years ago, and are therefore well, or at least tolerably, dis-
posed towards the Soviet Union.”89

Even those Russian-American migrants who chose to leave the United
States and their jobs in Detroit often had further, later interactions with the
FMC. Many would keep working in automobile production in the Soviet
Union and some interacted with Ford managers and executives who toured
the USSR in 1926 and 1929. In 1921, 123 Russian-Americans who had
worked at the Highland Park factory but then returned to Russia formed an
artel (cooperative association) that took over the operation of the AMO (Avto-
mobilnoe Moskovskoe Obshchestvo) automobile factory in Moscow based on
their claims to knowledge of Ford’s “mass production” and “assembly-line
methods.”90 When Ford Motor’s delegation of managers and executives
arrived in 1926 they were surprised to find Russian-Americans who had returned
to the Soviet Union working in the AMO Truck Factory, “A subforeman,” they
reported, “approaching us with the question ‘How are things at Dearborn’ said
he was formerly employed at the Tractor plant there and that approximately
75 of the mechanics had formerly worked in the United States.”91 Touring an
auto-plant during his trip to the Soviet Union in 1929, Ford executive Charles
Sorensen had a similar series of encounters, “As we went around everybody
stopped work to have a look at us,” he later recalled, “much to my surprise I
heard a few of them shout out, ‘Charlie, how are you?’ I discovered that
some of these men had been working in our Highland Park plant in
Detroit.”92 Here, the idea that American automobile production was sent to
Russian auto-plants becomes especially inadequate, obscuring as it does the
fact that many of the same individuals worked on both sides of this exchange.

These interactions and the histories of migrants who returned to Russia
reveal that boundaries were also drawn around Americanness and Bolshevism
there.93 Bolsheviks made similar determinations about the meanings of national

various national and ethnic groups of the Russian Empire and Soviet Union, and in separating out
“Hebrew” migrants.

89 Mayakovsky, My Discovery of America, 93.
90 Siegelbaum, Cars for Comrades, 5, 13.
91 BFRC, accession 1870, box 1, Report of the Ford Delegation to Russia, 50.
92 BFRC, accession 65, box 66, Oral Histories—Sorensen—“Amtorg” Final, 7. See also Charles

Sorensen, My Forty Years with Ford (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1956), 197.
93 A parallel history involves return-émigrés—those who after the revolution left Russia to live

and work in the United States but decided to go back to the Soviet Union after experiencing life in
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and ideological belongings among workers who came from the United States to
participate in building up the Soviet automobile industry, even when they had
been born in Russia or had come because of an affinity for the ideals of the Bol-
shevik project. For example, a leader of the Russian-American AMO artel was
excluded from the Bolshevik party and labeled a “hanger-on” because of his
background, despite his having abandoned the United States to live perma-
nently in Russia and work for Soviet industry.94

FMC’s 1926 delegation to the USSR, and visits by executives and engin-
eers in 1929, left documents that show how the sorting out of Russians and
Americans was also problematic there. In 1926 a man named Harold Ware95

visited the delegation while it attended the “Tiflis Agricultural and Industrial
Exhibition” in Georgia. Ware was a well-known agriculture activist who orga-
nized agricultural projects in both the United States and the USSR in the 1920s
and 1930s. According to the delegation’s report, Ware was “Manager and
Founder of the Russian American Reconstruction Farms,” a cooperative that
had recently received two Fordson tractors. Ware had left the United States
in the early 1920s to join the Soviet project, “he having been a quite prominent
I.W.W. here in the States.”96 He approached them to discuss their mutual inter-
est in what they called “the Service Problem,” which required making more
tractor service stations, spare parts, and trained service technicians available
in the Soviet Union. “He had some excellent ideas as to how service should
be organized,” they reported, “and made known his willingness to have his

America. For an analysis of Soviet press accounts of these migrants, see Brooks, “The Press and Its
Message,” in Russia in the Era of NEP, 238.

94 Pirani, 107–9. In some cases, questions about nationality and ideology, and determinations of
citizenship status caused difficulties for individuals who went to the Soviet Union from the United
States to work in Soviet factories but then wanted to leave by the 1930s. For some personal accounts
see Tim Tzouliadis, The Forsaken: An American Tragedy in Stalin’s Russia (New York: Penguin
Press, 2008); and Victor Herman, Coming Out of the Ice: An Unexpected Life (New York: Harcourt
Brace, 1979).

95 Ware later worked for the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and was also the namesake
of the “Ware Group” that allegedly organized U.S. government employees to aid in Soviet intelli-
gence gathering. See Lement Harris, Harold M. Ware (1890–1935): Agricultural Pioneer, U.S.A.
and U.S.S.R. (New York: American Institute for Marxist Studies, 1978); and My Tale of Two
Worlds (New York: International Publishers, 1986); Lowell K. Dyson, “Ware, Harold,” in American
National Biography Online, at: http://www.anb.org/articles/15/15-00784.html. For an account of
Ware’s circulation between Soviet and American agricultural industries, see Fitzgerald, “Collecti-
vization and Industrialization.”

96 Many other Americans who were not born in Russia also decided to migrate to the Soviet
Union in the 1920s. According to one estimate, about twenty-two thousand people from the
United States and Canada were admitted as immigrants between 1920 and 1925. Paula Garb,
They Came to Stay: North Americans in the U.S.S.R. (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1987), 27.
For an example of a group of Americans who migrated to the Soviet Union during the 1920s to
build a collective industrial colony, see J. P. Morray, Project Kuzbas: American Workers in
Siberia, 1921–1926 (New York: International Publishers, 1983).
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farm designated by the Government as an official Service Station for Fordson
Tractors.”

However, the Ford representatives were wary of Ware’s propositions
because they did not know how to sort out just who he was. Who, for
example, were the other members of Ware’s cooperative farm? The delegation
learned that about thirty of its other members had also come over from the
United States, and that these “Americans” had changed in important ways
since their arrival. “The American ladies and gentlemen associated with
Mr. Ware,” read the report “have fully adopted Soviet social customs insofar
as marriage is concerned. Two young ladies whom the delegation met had
acquired husbands on the signature basis,” they explained, referring to the rela-
tive ease of obtaining a Soviet civil marriage. Ware himself had been a “promi-
nent I.W.W.” who had rejected the United States for the Soviet Union, but now
“he stated that long ago he had abandoned the sentimental reasons which
brought him to Russia.” Perhaps his shifting loyalties merely reflected his inde-
cisiveness: “Mr Ware appears to be an intelligent man, although a dreamer,”
they explained, “His head is too full of new ideas to the detriment of the old
ones upon which he has embarked. He has a reputation of not being able to
stick to anything he commences.” Ware was “supposed to be pro-Bolshevik,”
and his partners in cooperative farming had clearly become Soviet in important
respects, but the delegation ultimately decided Ware was still an American, not
a Russian, and not a Soviet. They could not recommend his farm as an official
Service Station for Fordson Tractors because, the Ford representatives said,
Russian agricultural groups would become jealous “if we as Americans rec-
ommended … another American.” They decided not to even visit Ware’s
farm because they did “not wish our work to be thrown out of gear by appearing
to favor outsiders and at the same time incur the enmity of the Russians
themselves.”97

Ford personnel thus cast Ware as an “outsider” in the Soviet Union, as
apart from “the Russians themselves,” despite his role as the head of a coopera-
tive Soviet agricultural community and he and his partners having “fully
adopted” the “Soviet social customs.” In doing so, they stressed their ambition
to mark boundaries between Russians, Soviets, and Americans as a basis of
business operations. The example of Harold Ware reveals that categories like
“American,” “Russian,” and “Soviet,” were as inadequate for explaining
people’s affinities or presence in the Soviet Union as they were in the United
States.

Ultimately, these encounters reveal that comprehending and recognizing
Americanness and Russianness was a murky and capricious endeavor through-
out Ford’s operations from Detroit to Soviet farms. Never self-evident, these

97 BFRC, accession 1870, box 1, Report of the Ford Delegation to Russia, 145–52.
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categories were hazily redefined and deployed, especially when they collided
with individuals at the blurry junctures between the United States and the
Soviet Union—the roles of Americans and Russians in producing automobiles,
manufacturing methods, and ideas about Fordism were rarely discrete. The
contested processes of boundary making around these categories also reveals
that the “American” products and technical knowledge created in Detroit
were assembled by a heterogeneous mix of people belonging to, or falling in
between, a range of uncertain and shifting categories that included “Russian-
American.” Meanwhile, when Ford managers brought industrial technology
and products to Soviet Russia, they brought them to factories which were
built and staffed by an assemblage of American and Soviet parts, people,
and ideas, including migrants from the United States and Russian Soviets
who styled themselves “Russian Americans” or “Soviet Fords.” Many had
already blended their own sense of Fordizm and Amerikanizm with the socialist
project long before Ford managers assessed the prospect of bringing them these
ideas in the mid-1920s.

This history, in which boundaries between “Russian” and “American” and
other categories like “Bolshevik” were fraught and always under construction,
disrupts the narrative that “American” products, cultural forms, and industrial
methods were transferred to Russia. Workers, engineers, teachers, and technical
knowledge circulated in multiple directions, often without discreet origins or
self-evident end points. Emphasis on one-way technological transfer and the
spread of “Americanization” has obscured the ways that these movements
relied on and often collided with the migrations—both into and out of the
United States—of people with complex and shifting national and ideological
affinities.

Proponents of Fordism in both the United States and Soviet Russia had a
mutual belief that technology, scientifically organized mass production, and
mass consumption could transform society, and they each pursued programs
to construct new cultures of work and life. They often relied on comparisons
and sometimes suggested vital commonalities between the two projects. But
many also insisted on identifying and accounting for crucial distinctions
between American and Soviet people and practices. These efforts at distinction
sometimes proffered divergent meanings of work and transformation, and they
inspired wrenching yet unreliable redefinitions of categories of people and
ideas. Frequently, though, Russian and American efforts to draw the outlines
of a new social world overlapped, and were advanced via migrating and visiting
Americans and Soviets. This historical moment was marked less by clear
boundaries than previous and potential connections. Scholars have emphasized
alternative, parallel, or connected paths to describe the histories of the United
States and Soviet Russia during this period. Each approach must recognize that
multidirectional migrations were frequently the basis for contemporary expla-
nations of similarities between Fordism, Americanism, and the Soviet system,
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for attempts to define, recognize, and account for crucial distinctions, and for
proposals for future circulations of people, products, and ideas.

Abstract: The expansion of the Ford Motor Company into Soviet Russia has
been understood as part of a unidirectional spread of American economic
power and cultural forms abroad following the First World War. This essay
looks beyond the automobiles and manufacturing methods sent from Ford facili-
ties in Detroit to the emerging Soviet automobile industry to examine multidirec-
tional migrations of workers between Russia and the United States that underlay
but sometimes collided with Ford’s system. Workers, managers, engineers, and
cultural, technical, and disciplinary knowledge moved back and forth between
factories in Soviet Russia and the United States. Efforts to define, track, and
shape workers in both countries as Americans, Russians, or Bolsheviks were inte-
gral to the construction of the products and methods that Ford sold. But many
workers fell in between and contested these classifications and they often
defied company attempts to create an efficient and homogeneous American work-
force. In Russia, too, more than Soviet and American automobiles were pro-
duced: people and ideas were created that crossed and blurred boundaries
between “American” and “Soviet.” There, “Fordizm” became a popular watch-
word among Soviet commentators and workers as a near-synonym for industrial-
ization, mass production, and efficiency. Many saw it as a potentially valuable
component of a new socialist world. These multidirectional movements, recorded
in Ford Motor Company archives and related documents, suggest that rather than
separate and alternative projects, Ford’s burgeoning system to transform manu-
facturing and workers’ lives in Detroit was linked to the Soviet revolutionary
project to recreate life and work.
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